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Also I tried the link to download the software.But I can't download it with the link provided. I have a Simatic DSD100 / PDA
that I am using with an "Antitrol Antrus 2x" and connected to a netSPI 1U-MIX for testing a DS1306 / DS1307 / DS1308 with
an Arduino. My problem is: I can not get any indication of what the battery on the DS1306 has charge or when the battery is at
full charge. I have tried setting the time, date and the time, date and mode to "day" but it still does not work. I have tried
connecting the PDA to the Anttrol Antrus via SPI and the DS1306 and it still does not work. I have tried all of the settings in the
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Read_DS1306.ino file. Is there something I am missing or not setting in the connection of the DS1306 to the Anttrol Antrus?
You are correct when you say that you want to set the DS1306 to "day" (full 24h battery monitoring). The only reason for which
I can not say how to do it is that I have never used "Antitrol Antrus". I am using a Simatic DS1306 for battery test. I've also a
circuit which detect when the battery level is low and when this happens the led of my device goes on. In order to make sure that
the circuit is working I've connected the device to the Antitrol Antrus and it appears to be good. In the program I've a loop to
check if the battery is low. In this case I've a variable called "Lowbatt" (dont know if it is correct) and in this variable I have the
value of the battery. This value is stored when the device is connected to Anttrol Antrus with the "Read_DS1306.ino" and it is
the time when the battery level was low. If I insert the program in "on lite" mode, the device is connected to the Anttrol Antrus
and it appears to be good, but the value of the variable "Lowbatt" is always "0" and I've a "Dont know" error. I don't know if the
programming is correct. I think that the problem is that the variable "Lowbatt" 82157476af
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